
FAQs and Answers: 

1. What are the areas of operation of CRISP?  

Ans: A detailed background and strategy of CRISP is given in the website 

https://www.crispindia.net/. You are welcome to familiarise yourself with all details.  

 

2. Where is the head office of CRISP?  

Ans: CRISP is registered in New Delhi with All India jurisdiction. The first offices of CRISP would be 

set up in the States with whom MoU has been signed. All the State Offices are led by senior 

developmental professionals and mentored by Founding Members of CRISP. The central office will 

come up later.  

 

3. In which States CRISP proposes to work?  

Ans: CRISP would be working with AP, Karnataka, Rajasthan and Meghalaya States. Discussions are 

going on with few other States.  

 

4. Is there any possibility to get the placement in the state I am interested? 

Ans: Whereas preference can be indicated, the CRISP Fellows are expected to work anywhere in the 

Country as per the work requirements.  

  

5. How will the Fellowship work?  

Ans: Each Fellow will be given specific project/projects under the supervision of the State Lead. The 

Fellow would need to work with the State Govt machinery for implementing the project as per the 

action plan formulated by CRISP. The performance of Fellow would be measured based on 

objective and measurable outcomes.  

 

6. I have short of experience by 3- 5 months can I apply? 

Ans: We are entertaining even freshers provided they have excellent academic record and good 

exposure to social sector. So, you can apply.   

 

7.  I am not able to upload my application online what should I do? 

Ans: first you have to clear cookies and site date of browser and try again or try with different 

browser. If still have issue share the screen shot of the error message to 

 Mail id admin@crispindia.net for further support. 

 

8. I am over aged, can I apply? 

Ans: No, age restriction is applied strictly.  

 

9. Is it must to submit report on assignment and case study mentioned? 

Ans: Yes. Applications without the Assignment would be summarily rejected.   

 

10. Is there any possibility to continue the tenure beyond two years?  

Ans: No, this is a fixed tenure Fellowship. It ends on completion of the 2-year period.  
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